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	Everything you need to know to create Web sites using your Mac


	Create and deploy striking Web sites and apps on a Mac for your own business or for clients using the essential techniques in this focused guide. While most Web site how-tos are geared toward either designers or programmers, this detailed book covers both aspects, helping you develop the complete skill sets that you'll need professionally. Tap all of the out-of-the-box perks that Apple has to offer for Web development with these techniques and insights from a seasoned Mac Web developer.

	
		Takes you through everything that Macs have to offer for Web development, such as a Web server, PHP, and Ruby on Rails; Macs come with these right out of the box, making setting up a Web development environment pushbutton-easy
	
		Reveals the science and the artistry behind creating beautiful and intuitive Web pages using Apple technology
	
		Covers the technical elements of Web page construction with HTML, CSS, Javascript, PHP, and Rails; then goes beyond to show you how to add creative flair using Photoshop



	Turn your design and development skills into marketable assets with this essential guide for Apple users.


	Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
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Rough Sets and Intelligent Systems - Professor Zdzislaw Pawlak in Memoriam: Volume 1 (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2012

	This book is dedicated to the memory of Professor Zdzis{\l}aw Pawlak who passed away almost six year ago. He is the founder of the Polish school of Artificial Intelligence and one of the pioneers in Computer Engineering and Computer Science with worldwide influence. He was a truly great scientist, researcher, teacher and a human being.
...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Networking, Fourth EditionQue, 2003
          Absolute Beginner's Guide to Networking, Fourth Edition gives readers the ability and understanding necessary to create and administer a network. The book shows the reader how to physically connect computers and other devices to a network and access peripherals such as printers over the...
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Android Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2014

	Android continues to be one of the leading mobile OS and development platforms driving today's mobile innovations and the apps ecosystem. Android appears complex, but offers a variety of organized development kits to those coming into Android with differing programming language skill sets.


	Android Recipes: A...
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Developing Blackberry Tablet Applications with Flex 4.5O'Reilly, 2011

	
		In 2011, Research in Motion (RIM) introduced an entirely new operating system known as the BlackBerry Tablet OS. The first device using this new operating system was released in May of 2011 and was known as the BlackBerry PlayBook. Through Adobe’s partnership with RIM, this new operating system was built fully integrated with...
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CCNA Exam Cram (Exam 640-802) (3rd Edition)Que, 2008
“The CCNA exam is difficult and I would not have passed it if I did not have this book with me. The CCNA Exam Cram is an indispensable resource that guided me from the introduction of networking fundamentals to the application of networking theories. Whether you need to learn from scratch or just need a quick reference, this book is an...
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Fundamentals of HVAC Control Systems: IP Edition Hardbound BookElsevier Limited, 2008
McDowall: Fundamentals of HVAC Systems (IP) (Jun 2006, ISBN-10/13: 0-12-372497-X/ 978-0-12-372497-7)    

       A hard copy companion to the eLearning course that serves as a practical guide to the principles and characteristics of controls, and how to apply them in the use, selection, specification and design of controls systems.    ...
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